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Ab Initio Quantum Molecular Similarity Measures on Metal-Substituted Carbonic Anhydrase
(M1*CA,M = Be, Mg, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Cd)
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Quantum molecular similarity measures are used to analyze the variation of geometric and electronic structure
of the first shell in a simplified model of the carbonic anhydrase active site with metal substitution. The
experimental fact showing that the native zinc enzyme and the cobalt-substituted enzyme are comparably
active is well reproduced by our calculations. This result encourages use of quantum molecular similarity
measures as a powerful tool in molecular engineering.
1. INTRODUCTION

the CA enzyme), there are only three papers addressing the
effect of metal substitution at the CA active site. In the first
Carbonic anhydrase (CA) is a zinc metalloenzyme that
one, Vedani and H ~ h t performed
a ~ ~
molecular mechanics
catalyzes the reversible hydration of C02 to yield the
calculations to predict structures from Zn(I1)- and Co(I1)bicarbonate anion with extreme efficiency.l4 X-ray data5,'-'
substituted human carbonic anhydrase I (HCAI). Their main
show that the zinc atom placed at the active site of CA is
conclusionwas that the ZnHCAI and CoHCAI enzymes show
bound to three imidazole groups coming from His94, His96,
no principal structural differences, thus explaining experiand His1 19, whereas a water molecule completes a nearly
mental facts. In the second paper, Garmer and K r a ~ s s ' ~
symmetrical tetrahedral coordination geometry. It is almost
analyzed the variation with metal substitution of both the
universally accepted that proton transfer from this water
coordination number at the active site of CA and the proton
molecule to His64 generates the zinc-bound hydroxide ion,
affinity of OH- bound to the metal cation. These authors
which is the nucleophile in this catalytic reaction. It is found
found a different behavior for the coordination number of the
that this intramolecular proton transfer is the rate-limiting
first shell in the high-pH active form when one compares
process at high buffer c o n ~ e n t r a t i o n s . ~ ~ * J ~ - ~ ~
ZnCA and CoCA with respect to CdCA and MnCA. In the
Substitution of the native zinc in CA by another metal has
last ~ a p e r , the
3 ~ same authors discussed the effect of the firstbeen used to shed light on the nature of the mechanism acting
shell geometry and coordination number on the experimentally
in this catalytic process. To gain more insight into thestructure
observed visible spectra.
of CA, the naturally occurring zinc has been replaced by highAlthough the aforementioned studies lead to comparisons
spin Co(I1) (CoCA),lG20 which is recognized as a powerful
between
metal-substituted CA enzymes, a quantitative global
spectroscopic probe in biological systems.21 In this case, it is
comparison
is still missing. Such a comparison, which is the
assumed that the structural properties of COCA deduced from
ultimate
purpose
of this paper, will determine whether the
spectra can be transferred to the native enzyme. Likewise,
mere
structural
and
electronic properties of a first-shell model
CoCAZ2and the manganese-substituted CA23(MnCA) have
of
the
CA
active
site
can be used to explain the different
been used as models for studying the kinetic properties of
behavior
of
the
metal-substituted
CA. One particular aim of
native CA. Furthermore, in order to obtain information on
this
paper
is
to
carry
out
quantum
molecular similarity
the CA mechanism, 13C N M R T1 data have been recorded
measures
in
order
to
classify
a
series
of
eight
dications which
in the presence of the inactive copper- and manganesehave
been
used
in
metal-substituted
experimental
and theosubstituted
CoCA and CuCA complexes have also
retical
models
of
CA.
been used together with the electron spin resonance technique
The aforementionedquantum molecular similarity measures
to study selected aspects of the catalytic cycle of CA.19 In
(QMSM)36-49have been definedvery recently as a new branch
fact, zinc can be replaced in CA by man other metal dications
of computer-aided molecular design methodologies. Toposuch as cobalt, copper, nickel, manganese, cadmium, and
logical approa~hes,36-~~
graph theory,40 and quantum
mer~ury.l.~~-30
Nevertheless, it has been found that only Comechanics4149
have
been
used
to quantify molecular similarity,
(11) and Zn(I1) confer appreciable activity to the e n z y m e . ' ~ ~ ~
whose most widespread definition is that reported first by
As a matter of fact, Tu and Silverman22found that the rate
Carb6 et d.t7
based on the assumption that similar molecules
constants for the rate-limiting step in CoCA and ZnCA are
must have similar electron distributions. These authors
of comparable magnitude, being 7 X lo5 s-l for the Co(I1)propose that if the molecules under comparison, A and B,
substituted enzyme and 2 X lo6 s-l for the native enzyme.
have electron densities DA and DB, respectively, then their
Interestingly, the coordination flexibility of Zn( 11) and Cosimilarity is given by the following e x p r e s ~ i o n : ~ ~
(11) with respect to other dications has been considered
determinative of the activity of CA with Zn(I1) and Co(I1)
zA,B(e) = .f.fDA(rl)e(r19r2) DB(r2) drldr,
(l)
dications.' The same behavior with respect to metal substitution has been observed in other zinc enzyme^.^',^^
where e(r1,r2) is a positive definite operator depending on
two-electron coordinates. In the particular case that 8(rl,r2)
To the best of our knowledge and from a theoretical point
is the Dirac delta function 8(r1-r2),substitution of this function
of view (see ref 6 for a recent review on theoretical studies of
in eq 1 yields the formula to calculate the overlap-like
similarity. Likewise, when e(r1,r2) is substituted by l/rl2 in
* Abstract published in Aduonce ACS Abstracts, April 1, 1994.
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eq 1, the expression to compute Coulomb-like similarities is
obtained. Once the similarity measure has been defined, a
similarity index (SI)47can becalculated as a generalized cosine
of the angle between functions DA and DB in eq 1:

For any pair of compared systems, this cosine-liked index has
a value ranging from 0 (total dissimilarity) through 1 (complete
similarity), depending on the similarity associated with the
two molecules. Finally, the Euclidean distance between the
molecular electronic distributions of A and B can be defined
as follows:47

It is generally found that cosine-like similarity indices and
distances vary inversely one to another,47 in such a way that
two objects completely similar with a similarity index 1 have
a distance of 0 between them.
In this work, eqs 1, 2, and 3 are evaluated for eight
representative dications in order to predict theoretically their
activity in metal-substituted CA enzymes. In particular, the
Be, Mg, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Cd dications have been
chosen to carry out our study. In the following section we
sketch the methodology needed to perform calculations in
practice, whereas in the third section we analyze the results
encountered and, when possible, compare them to previous
experimental and theoretical studies.
2. METHODOLOGY

It is well-known that the main drawback of exact QMSM
is the need to evaluate costly four-centered integrals, as found
in eq 1. In order to circumvent this problem we use a fitted
density expanded into a set of Nf,,,, Gaussian functions instead
of the exact density in eq 1. If Nbasisis taken as the number
of basis functions, then the similarity evaluation using fitted
densities results in an Nzf,,,,-dependent process, as opposed to
the iV$,,,iS-dependent process when exact densities are used.
It has been shownSothat this methodology gives results with
a mean deviation error smaller than 0.5% and with important
savings in CPU computing time.
The methodology used to fit the exact density in order to
compute QMSM has been already r e p ~ r t e d . ~In~summary,
,~~
an approximate density (p(r)) is least-squares fitted to the
exact charge density (D(r)) by minimizing the integral

N e ) = J(D(r1)

- d r l ) ) e(rlJ2) (D(r2) - p(r2)) d r ~
dr2 (4)

where 0(r1,r2) is a positive definite operator depending on
two-electron coordinates. In the present study €)(r1,r2) in eq
4 has been chosen to be the Dirac delta function b(r1-r2).
Earlier studies have showns1 that fits of the exact density
using the Dirac delta function operator or the Coulomb
operator lead only to very small differences in calculated
QMSM. During the fitting procedure, minimization of the
integral in eq 4 is subject to the following constraint, necessary
to guarantee charge conservation.

The fitting procedure employed in this work has used the
functions
so-called BSA method,50 where the set of Nfunc(gi)
has been chosen to be the same as the squared s-type
renormalized basis functions and where all integrations are
performed analytically over all Cartesian space.
Throughout this paper the calculated QMSM are Coulomblike similarities, i.e., 0(rlrr2) = l/rl2 in eq 1. This kind of
QMSM has the enormous advantage of reducing the core
dependence, which is one of the main drawbacks of the overlaplike similarities. It can be showns1 that once the mutual
orientation of the two systems being compared has been
optimized to maximize the QMSM, very small displacements
of one system bring about radical changes in the value of the
overalp-like similarity, making the optimization process fairly
complicated. Fortunately, this problem disappears upon use
of the Coulomb operator in eq 1.
Owing to computational limitations, the model used to
represent the first shell of CA is the (NH3)3MI1(H20) system.
This complex has been widely used in ab initio calculations
of different mechanistic aspects of the CA e n ~ y m e . ~ ~ - ~ ’
Furthermore, the validity of this model, where the three
imidazole ligands are substituted by three ammonia groups,
has been previously a s s e s ~ e d . ~In~ the
. ~ ~present paper, full
geometry optimizations of all eight minima with no symmetry
constraints were performed using Schlegel’s method.58 Wave
functions using pseudopotentials to account for core electrons
have been preferred to full-electron calculations, because
valence similarity can be more easily related to reactivity than
all-electron ~ i m i l a r i t y . ~ Therefore,
~,~~
Dunning’ valence
double-l quality basis set59-60together with Hay and Wadt
E C P ’ S ~ Ito, ~represent
~
the core electrons (basis set labeled
lanlldz in the Gaussian-90 program) was used in all calculations.
Limitations in the model used are necessary in order to
keep the process of optimizing the geometry within a reasonable
computational cost. One must bear in mind that QMSM
calculations require far less computing time than thegeometry
optimizations of the eight complexes studied. These optimizations must be necessarily performed; otherwise if one
equates the geometry of the eight complexes studied to the
geometry of theoptimized (NH3)3Zn11(H20)system, and then
one performs QMSM calculations, the relationship between
all complexes turns out to be the same as that given by the
periodic table. For instance, in this case, the native enzyme
becomes closer to Cu(I1)-substituted CA than to Co(I1)substituted CA, in clear contradiction with the experimental
resulk219
All geometry optimizations and calculations of the SCF
wave functions from which the electron density is fitted were
carried out with the help of the Gaussian-90 system of
programs.63 Calculations of QMSM using fitted densities
were done by means of our own program,64 which allows the
optimization of the mutual orientation of the two systems
studied in order to maximize their similarity by any of the
commonplace steepest-descent, Newton, and quasi-Newton
algorithm^.^^ Such a program is fully interfaced with the
G a u s ~ i a n - 9 0suite
~ ~ of programs.
3 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ne being the total number of electrons and p(r) being expanded
into a set of Gaussian functions as

The fully optimized geometries of the eight (NH3)3MI1(H20) complexes studied are depicted in Figure 1. The first
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Figure 1. HF/lanlldz-optimized geometries for the eight metal-substituted models of the CA enzyme studied: (a) Be; (b) Mg; (c) Mn; (d)
Co; (e) Ni; (f) Cu; (g) Zn; and (h) Cd.
Table 1. Mulliken Charges on the Metal Atom for the Eight

(NH3I3Mtt(H~O)
Complexes Analyzed
metal
Be(I1)
WII)
Mn(I1)
Co(I1)

9M
0.7972
1.4876
1.5642
1.4300

metal
Ni(I1)
Cu(I1)
Zn(I1)
Cd(I1)

qM

1.3775
1.3457
1.4238
1.3815

remarkable structural difference appears when one compares
the angles of the Ni(I1) and Cu(I1) complexes with those of
the other dications. Whereas a nearly symmetrical tetrahedral
coordination is found in general, for the Cu(I1) and Ni(I1)
complexes the tetrahedral geometry is clearly distorted. JahnTeller effects in tetrahedral complexes of Ni(I1) and Cu(I1)
can account for this distortion,66 whereas the electronic

structure of the other dications makes them unaffected by the
Jahn-Teller distortion in tetrahedral structures.
Table 1 collects the Mulliken charges on the metal atom.
This table shows that beryllium is far from being a dication,
as opposed to the other seven metals, which are closer to the
formal charge of +2. This large amount of charge transfer
from ligands to beryllium causes its metal-ligand bond lengths
to be shorter than in the other studied dication models.
Moreover, Mn(I1) (supporting the largest charge) and Cd(11) complexes have the largest metal-ligand bond lengths.
In Table 2 we have collected the QMSM matrix for the
eight studied complexes. As expected, along a periodic table’s
row (consider the Co(I1)-Ni(I1)-Cu(I1)-Zn(I1)dications),
it is found that the self-QMSM increases with the atomic
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Table 2. Quantum Molecular Coulomb-Like Similarity Measures
Matrix for the Studied Metal-Substituted Models of CA Computed
from EQ 1
Be(I1) Mg(I1) Mn(I1) Co(I1) Ni(I1) Cu(I1) Zn(I1) Cd(I1)
Be(1I)
Mg(I1)
Mn(I1)
Co(I1)
Ni(I1)
Cu(I1)
Zn(I1)
Cd(I1)

605.03
486.33
512.89
561.16
580.92
583.14
608.63
564.70

510.40
523.89
571.54
564.51
529.77
599.75
563.59

599.59
612.08
605.86
583.90
630.05
645.93

662.37
655.62
624.51
691.91
662.61

704.17
639.93 740.25
696.02 669.24 743.46
660.14 642.82 689.10 704.42

Table 3. Similarity Indices Matrix for the Studied
Metal-Substituted Models of C A Computed from EQ 2
Be(I1) Mg(I1) Mn(I1) Co(I1) Ni(I1) Cu(I1) Zn(I1) Cd(I1)
Be(1I)
MNI)
Mn(I1)
Co(I1)
Ni(I1)
Cu(I1)
Zn(I1)
Cd(I1)

1.000
0.875
0.852
0.886
0.890
0.871
0.907
0.865

1.000
0.947
0.983
0.942
0.862
0.974
0.940

1.000
0.971
0.932
0.876
0.944
0.994

1.000
0.960
0.892
0.986
0.970

1.000
0.886
0.962
0.937

1.000
0.902
0.890

1.000
0.952

1.000

Table 4. Distance Matrix for the Studied Metal-Substituted Models
of CA Computed from EQ 3
Be(I1) Mg(I1) Mn(I1) Co(I1) Ni(I1) Cu(I1) Zn(I1) Cd(I1)
Be(I1)
Mg(I1)
Mn(I1)
Co(I1)
Ni(I1)
Cu(I1)
Zn(I1)
Cd(I1)

0.000
11.949 0.000
13.373 7.887 0.000
12.046 5.450 6.149 0.000
12.139 9.250 9.595 7.437 0.000
13.379 13.824 13.117 12.394 12.828 0.000
11.456 7.374 9.108 4.691 7.455 12.051 0,000
13.419 9.362 3.486 6.438 9.397 12.611 8.348 0.000

number. Self-QMSM has been defined as the similarity
between two identical systems perfectly superimposed, resulting in a similarity index of 1 and a Euclidean distance of 0.
Table 3 shows the similarity indices (SI) matrix obtained
through eq 2 and from the QMSM of Table 2. Finally, Table
4 gathers the distances calculated using eq 3 between the
eight metal-substituted models of CA.
Although there are no experimental data on Be(I1)substituted models of CA, complexes with Be(I1) instead of
Zn(I1) have been used in several theoretical works to study
the mechanism of action of CA, given that the small size of
this dication permits calculations to be performed at higher
levels of the0ry.6~”~Despite the distance from ZnCA being
the closest to BeCA (1 1.46 in Table 4), the small SI and the
large distance between these two models of CA strongly
recommended not to use this dication in models of CA.70The
short metal-ligand bond lengths of BeCA accounts for the
large dissimilarities found between BeCA and the remainder
of the MCA complexes analyzed.
To our knowledge, no Mg(I1)-substituted CA has been yet
synthesized as a model of CA. The intermediate distance and
SI between MgCA and CoCA or ZnCA may suggest the use
of this dication in experimental models of CA. An earlier
theoretical work has already pointed out the large parallelism
in the energy profile of a simple model of ZnCA and MgCA;’l
furthermore, it has been shown that Zn(I1) exhibits intermediate behavior between Be(I1) and Mg(II), yet closer to
Mg(I1). This result is well reproduced by our QMSM, the
distance between BeCA and ZnCA (1 1.46) being larger than
the distance found between MgCA and ZnCA (7.37). The
intermediate behavior of the Zn(I1) dication is also reflected

in Table 1, where one can see that the charge transfer from
ligands to the metal follows the series Be > Zn > Mg.
The largest S I and smallest distance of all the related metalsubstituted models of CA are found between Mn(I1) and Cd(11). Geometrical parameters of Figure 1 show an almost
identical geometrical structure for these two complexes. This
large similarity must be related to the electronic structure of
high-spin Mn(I1) and Cd(I1). Since MN(I1) is a dSdication
and Cd(I1) is a d10 dication, both complexes exhibit neither
ligand field stabilization energy nor Jahn-Teller effects in
tetrahedral complexes. On the other hand, it is well-known66
that the ionic radius diminishes when going from Mn(I1) to
Cu(I1) and then slightly increases from Cu(I1) to Zn(I1). It
also increases along a column in the periodic table. Therefore,
it is found that the ionic radii for these three dications follows
the series Cd > Mn > Zn. The same series is found for the
metal-oxygen bond lengths shown in Figure 1. The large
charge transfer from the ligands to the 5s and 5p orbitals of
the metal in Cd(I1) as compared to Mn(I1) (Table l), combined
with the value of ionic radii, explains the close bond lengths
and large similarity found for the Mn(I1) and Cd(I1)
complexes. It must be pointed out that small structural
differences have also been found for the same dications with
the same model of CA, but using another kind of pseudopotential^.^^
The most interesting result turns out to be the small distance
and the large SI found between CoCA and ZnCA, in
agreement with the experimental fact that only Co(I1)substituted CA confers meaningful1 activity to the CA enzyme.
This large similarity must be attributed to structural and
electronic resemblances. As has been previously rep0rted,339~
the geometrical parameters of Zn(I1)- and Co(I1)-substituted
CA are quite similar (Figure 1). Further, the electronic
structure of these two cations, d17 for high-spin Co(I1) and
dl0 for Zn(II), gives rise to comparable electronic behavior
in tetrahedral geometries. For instance, these cations do not
suffer from Jahn-Teller effects in tetrahedral complexes.
Moreover, going from tetrahedral to octahedral complexes,
the ligand field stabilization energy is 0 for Zn(I1) and very
small for Co(1I) complexes. These facts result in a large
coordination flexibility of Co(1I) and Zn(I1); given that the
catalysis of C02 hydration by CA implies changes in the
coordination number of the first
this coordination
flexibility can be determinant of the activity of CA. Another
key point turns out to be the charge transfer from the ligands
to the metal. The larger the charge trausfer, the more difficult
the deprotonation process, which is the rate-limiting reaction
in the catalytic ~ycle.lJJ2-~5On the other hand, the larger
the charge transfer, the higher the nucleophilicity of the
generated hydroxide. Since these two effects c ~ u n t e r a c t , ~ ~ . ~ ~
there must be an optimal charge transfer from the ligands to
the metal. Interestingly, the charge transfers in Zn(I1) and
Co(I1) are almost identical (Table l), indicating again a large
similarity between these two dications.
Ni(I1) and primarily Cu(I1) exhibit large dissimilarities
when compared to all other dications. For instance the smallest
distance from CuCA to any other metal-substituted CA is
12.05 and from NiCA is 7.44 (see Tables 3 and 4). This
result can be rationalized taking into account the aforementioned Jahn-Teller distortion suffered by these two cations in
tetrahedral complexes. The large Euclidean distances obtained
when compared to the Zn(I1) native enzyme fully support the
experimental fact that nickel- and copper-substituted CA are
ina~tive.l,~g
Moreover, and as predicted by the ligand field
stabilization energy theory, tetrahedral complexes of Ni(I1)
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Table 5. Euclidean Distances Referred to Zinc-Enzyme and
Experimental Hydration of C02 Activities of Metal-Substituted
Enzymes
metal
Zn(I1)
Co(I1)
Ni(I1)
a

Figure2. Kruskal tree relating theeight metal-substituted CA models
of CA studied. Numbers in labels correspond to experimental
activities of Table 5 .

and Cu(I1) are those most unstable when compared to the
same octahedral complexes in the series studied.'j6 Therefore,
once the tetrahedral coordination in NiCA and CuCA is lost
along thecatalyticcycle of CA, it can be foreseen that reversion
to a tetrahedral coordination must bedifficult, thus preventing
the reinitialization of the enzymatic catalysis. Moreover, it
has been claimed that for an efficient catalysis the geometry
and symmetry of the free enzyme must be close to those of
the transition state (entatic2* hypothesis), in such a way that
the structure of the enzyme has to be ready yet to minimize
the transition-state energy. Jahn-Teller distortions in NiCA
and CuCA should alter the geometry of minima and transition
states, and since in ZnCA these geometries are expected to
be optimal, this would increase the energy barriers, hence
resulting into the observed reduction of the biological activity
of the enzyme.
The remarkable distance found between the Cd(I1)substituted model of CA and the Zn(I1) model must be
attributed to the different ionic radii of these dications, given
that the electronic properties of these two dications are quite
analogous. As above, in the light of the entatic hypothesis,
it seems plausible that the larger bond lengths in CdCA as
compared to ZnCA may alter the geometry of minima and
transition states, hence increasing the energy barriers of the
C02 hydration catalyzed by CA.
Another clue on the eight dications studied can still be
provided. By means of a Kruskal tree49it is possible to connect
all metal-substituted models of CA by a relation of minimum
Euclidean distances. The Kruskal tree is a way to quickly
visualize in a two-dimensional graph the main information
gathered in the distance matrix of Table 4. Figure 2 depicts
the plot obtained from the Euclidean distance matrix with the
help of the Hypercloud program:4 a set of graphic design
facilities developed in our laboratory.
The above discussion has focused mainly on the reasons
accounting for the differences and similarities between metalsubstituted CA. However, a global comparison with experiment must still be made. For such a goal, we must refer to
the paper by Coleman,29which carries out an experimental
study on the kinetics of metal-substituted CA. Thus, in Table
5 we collect the Euclidean distances from a given metalsubstituted CA to a zinc model of CA, together with the
experimental activity of metal-substituted CA to hydration
of C02. It is striking to see how well the activities are related
to Euclidean quantum molecular similarity distances: the
larger the distance, the smaller the experimental activity of

d
0.00
4.69
7.46

Ab

metal

d

Ab

10200
5700

Cd(I1)
Mn(I1)
Cu(I1)

8.35
9.11
12.05

430
400
127

500

Activities from ref 29.

CA. Not only is the experimental ordering correctly reproduced but also a semiquantitative value for the activities is
reflected. Moreover, Table 5 can allow the anticipation of
the experimental activities of Mg(I1)- and Be(I1)-substituted
CA. The quantum molecular similarity distances of such
enzymes to the model enzyme are 7.37 and 11.46, respectively
(Table 4). If one correlates the values of Table 5 , one obtains
In Ac = 9.58 - 0.40d, with a correlation coefficient of 0.96,
which translates into a confidence of 0.1%.75 Thus, the value
ofd = 7.34for Mg translates intoan activityof 759. Therefore,
it is expected that substitution of Zn(I1) by Mg(I1) would not
confer appreciable experimental activity to CA. Likewise,
the distance from Be(I1) results in an interpolated activity of
148, so Be(I1) is not likely to confer activity to CA.
A last remark must be stated yet. It is noteworthy that our
QMSM are almost basis set independent once the geometries
of the systems studied are known. Nevertheless, the basis set
used can be determinant in the process of computing and fully
optimizing the geometries of the intervening species and
therefore has a large influence on the final QMSM obtained.
On the other hand, the model used does not include the protein
and the solvent polarization of the enzyme, which have been
predicted to have a large i n f l u e n ~ e . ~Obviously,
~ . ~ ~ ~ ~both
~
the basis set and the model used may be determinant in the
final result obtained. However, the results of Table 5 highly
encourage use of QMSM in order to predict biological and
pharmacological activities of chemical compounds.
4. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that quantum molecular similarity
measures can be very useful when one tries to classify a series
of metal-substituted enzymes as a function of their biological
activities. In particular, for the CA enzyme, it has been
possible to predict theoretically, with a simple model of CA
and the use of quantum molecular similarity measures, an
activity of the Co(I1)-substituted CA close to that of the
naturally occurring zinc enzyme. The small Euclidean
distance between these two systems has been associated with
their small structural and electronic differences. MnCA and
CdCA have been also predicted to have akin activities.
Furthermore, the large distance found between BeCA and
ZnCA invalidates the use of the beryllium dication as a good
model for the zinc dication.
Despite that further work needs to be performed in the
future, our calculations fully support the use of quantum
molecular similarity measures as an efficient molecular
enginnering tool to predict biological and pharmacological
activities.
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